COVID-19 continues to have terrible consequences for many people within Monterey County. HRC has experienced our own challenges as the demand for our services continues to increase. In order for us to meet this growing need and expand our reach to additional Peninsula Cities and to South County, we need funding to increase staff, upgrade our technology and move to a more accommodating office space. Help us so others may know the security of permanent housing.

Click Here to Donate Through MC GIVES!
HRC IMPACT DURING COVID-19

For all program participants, we continue to honor the County's Shelter-In-Place procedures by 1) extending hotel stays for our homeless clients and 2) increasing rental support for clients who have lost their jobs, experienced a decrease in wages, or are struggling to find employment.

In the past year, HRC has had the privilege of:

Providing **421 weeks of hotel stay**
Paying **260 Months of rent**

Serving **207 adults***
Serving **294 Children***
Managing **173 Cases**
Housing **181 Individuals**
Housing **78 cases**

*Total of unduplicated individuals

"...We are so blessed to have such wonderful people who care about their clients and don’t just see a number, but they see the good in them..."